The

big
splash

With fresh aquatic notes in intricate, evocative layers, this summer’s
scents are every bit as refreshing as that first dip in the pool…
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S ky d i G i o i a , £ 6 6 f o r 5 0 m l ,
GiorGio armani

There comes a point in any day spent sunbathing, when no
amount of iced water, face mist or shade-seeking will cool
you down. The only option: the pool. Initially, a spritz of Sky

di Gioia is like that first arresting toe-dip: fresh peony and
surprisingly light white musk awaken the senses. Soon after
comes a rush of juicy lychee, as satisfyingly refreshing as
immersing yourself into crystal clear waters, even if your
reality is more stuffy office than Sicilian villa.
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E au d E M E rv E i l l E s
BlEuE, £72 for
50Ml, HErMÈs

Only the most perfect of
summer days would entice
us to consider a dip in the
English Channel, or a bracing
few lengths in a tidal pool
nestled into the Cornish
shore. But those days stick in
the mind, and one spritz of
Hermès’ fresh scent will take
you straight back. Subtle
woody notes provide the
olfactory impression of saltbeaten pebbles, soon making
way for a layer of heady
patchouli. It’s perfect for
those who prefer their scents
unisex and mysterious.
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CléMEntinE
California,
£90 for 100Ml,
at E l i E r C o l o g n E

The late afternoon sun,
a rooftop pool, a DJ keeping
the music playing and an
ice cold Aperol spritz just
within reach. It’s all there
in Clémentine California,
a fragrance that manages
to capture the joy of sipping
sundowners, just without
the hangover. Zesty
segments of ripe oranges
are drenched in a splash
of ice cold water, while
fresh notes of basil
and cypress offer the
ultimate garnish. Enjoy
with wild abandon.

B a m B o o Ro s e e au d e
Cologne, £120 foR
200ml, aeRin

Few places are as tranquil
as a traditional Japanese
garden, all trickling pools and
fluttering cherry blossom.
Bamboo Rose embodies
this serenity; one spritz and
your shoulders drop, your
brow softens and the stress
of modern life begins to
lift. Imagine floating across
a still pool, while notes of
fresh rose, crisp green
dew-soaked leaves
and fragrant jasmine and
bergamot hang in the
air. This scent is exactly
that: Zen in a bottle.
go BeHind THe
sCenes

Created by the very
steady hands of
artist Kyle Bean, our
swimming pool scenes
are made from paper,
wood, resin and various
other materials. Check
out @stylistmagazine
on Instagram to find
out how it was done.
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